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We want to start by saying a massive THANK YOU 
to our children and our families for a wonderful first 
week back. It has been difficult to contain our 
excitement about seeing you all and feeling the 
school come alive again.  A cheery ‘good morning’ or 
‘good afternoon’ from you certainly makes us feel 
good and seeing our classrooms full, and hearing 
learning happening, brings us such joy. 

 

We know that the start and end of day routines have been a challenge for us all. At certain points of 
the day it feels like we have more staff outside on duty, than inside! The safety of our children is 
paramount and we are doing our very best  to ensure they come into school safely and quickly and at 
the same time keeping numbers on site to a minimum.   

We are going to improve this further next week and we would like 
to thank at least two of our parents for their timely suggestions. They 
have been very helpful and are central to the changes being made.  
From Monday 15th March we will open a third gate—the one next 
to the Site Manager’s house—on to the car park (which will be made 
safe) where the children in years 2, 3 and 4, will be welcomed onto 
site immediately rather than lining up against the fence outside. This 
will mean that parents can leave the area outside school knowing 
their children are safely in our care. It will also enable year 2 to be led, 
by staff, straight into school. Years 3 and 4 will also be met by staff on the carpark who will lead them 
to their classrooms in the same way as they have been doing.  All other year groups are unchanged.  

 

 

We have continued to support those parents who are unable to access school site in the usual way 
and the staff entrance is being used by a small number of families. We have ensured where parents 
need to collect their children slightly earlier have been able to do so. We are also asking our parents 
to wear masks on site and it has been heart warming to see you helping us with this request.  We 
know there are several parents who are exempt and they have been happy to share this with us too.  

Unfortunately by the end of the week there had been no fewer than six occasions where staff had 
either been shouted at or sworn at whilst trying to carry out their job which is either giving you 
access to site or release your children safely to you. This type of conduct and poor behaviour will not 
be tolerated under any circumstances.  Communication with school is easy and if you are 
concerned about any part of school life then please put it in an email to info@eastparkacademy.com.  
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